I’m Gonna Sit Right Down
and Write Myself a Letter


I’m gonna [Am7] write words oh, so [D7] sweet.
They’re gonna [G] knock me off my [F7] feet. [E7]


I’m gonna [C] sit right down and [C#dim] write
myself a [G] letter. [Dm7] [E7]

I'm Gonna hit the cruise and Text Myself an Email


I'm going to [Am7] have it in PDF [D7] form. The words [G] will keep me [F7] warm. [E7]


And [G] duck-face the [B7] way you [C] do. [E7] [Am]

I'm going to [C] hit the cruise and [C#dim] text myself a [G] email. [Dm7] [E7]